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SIMULATING DAILY WEAmER VARIABLES
Keith Crank

I. ~Ddeling Daily Weather Variables
In recent years attempts have been made to use computers to simulate plant
growth, in terms of leaf number and size as well as dry matter accumulation,
for different types of farm crops. One such program developed by Professor
Gerald Arkin of Texas A&M University, is designed to simulate growth for
grain sorghum. This program requires daily inputs of solar radiation,
precipitation, and maxiumum and minimum temperature to produce an estimate of
crop yield.
The Statistical Reporting Service of the Department of Agriculture would like
to use simulation programs to help forecast crop production in the United
States. Unfortunately, for models such as Professor Arkin's to work, a
knowledge of daily weather data for the entire growing season is required.
This knowledge is not available for early season forecasts. However, if daily
weather variables satisfy known probability distributions, it would be possible
to take random samples from these distributions, input these possible future
weather values into the simulation program and thereby make statements about
expected crop yields and construct confidence intervals for these expected
crop yields. The purpose of this research was to try to find distributions for
the weather variables and then to set up a procedure which would produce
possible daily values for these weather variables.
The first approach examined was to look at the variables individually. Al though
this may not seem like a very reasonable idea, since weather variables are
related, it would have been beneficial if one variable alone could have been
used in determining the others. Unfortunately this was not possible. There
was enough between-day correlation of variables to prevent the variables from
being treated independently from day to day. This resulted in a new apprQach in
which one day's weather was studied to see how it was affected by the previous
day's weather.
Precipitation
Precipitation, which had the highest between-day correlation, was the first
variable studied by the new approach. Precipitation was treated as a ~brkov
process with the states determined by whether or not rain occurred. Precipita-
tion was denoted by a zero-one variable: rain by a one and no rain by a
zero for each day. Different precipitation values were considered as cutoff
points in determining the occurrence or non-occurrence of rain. For example
the National Weather SerVice does not meaSllre amounts less than .01 inch. This
level was used as well as levels of .1 inch, .2 inch and .25 inch. By doing
a chi-square test on frequency tables for daily data, it could be determined
at what value of precipitation one day's knowledge was significant.
Note: This research was done while the author was a trainee for the Statistical

Survey Institute, a program sponsored by the American Statistical
A3sociation.



Using thirteen years of data from the Des Moines, Iowa airport
weather station, the knowledge of the previous day was
significantly useful in determining occurrence of rain. This
was for a significance level of .05 and occurrence of rain
meant at least .01 inch. When this proved succec,sfu1, the level
for occurrence of rain was increased to .1, .2 and .25 inch.
However these values were not significant at the .05 level of
significance. Using more than one previous day to determine
the states in the ~1arkov process was also investigated. For
example in a two day process the states were 00, 01, 10, and 11.
The states 00 and 11 represented two consecutive days of no
rain and two consecutive days of rain, respectively. State 01
was a day of no rain followed by a day of rain, and state 10
was a day of rain followed by a day without rain. Transition
probabilities were then determined using the Iowa data (See
Figure 1). The level of significance for this varied from
month to month; however, for the months of July and August,
which are the most irnnortant ~onths for sim~lating weather data
for plant growth, usin" more than one day was not significant.

..

Therefore the oCC:JTrCjil..L~01 ra~1l url J. given day was treated as a
binomial random variable with the probability dependent upon the
state the ~Iarkov process was in and the month under consideration.
The one day Markov transition matrices were found to converge to
the steady state probabiliti~s in approximately four days. (See
Figure 2). Unfortunately, this did not give any method for
determining amount of rainfall on days that rain occurred. When
no method presented itself right away, a completely empirical,
and discrete, method was formulated. Instead of breaking the
data into two states (occurrence and non-occurrence), it was
divided into a state for no rain and a number of states for
different levels of rain. (See Table 1). However, this wag not
corn~letely s1tisfactory.
fieure 1: Transition Patrix for two day )~arl:ov Process.

00 01 10 11
00 PI 01 - PI 0 0
01 0 0 Pz 1 - Pz
10 P3 1 - P3 0 0
11 0 0 P4 1 - P4

Note: If there have been two consecutive days without
rain the process is in State 00. If the
following day is dry the process remains in
State 00, but if rain occurs the process goes
to Stat~ 01. It is impossible to go from State
00 to eIther State 10 or State 11 in one step.
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\Figure 2: Convergence of one day ~farkov Trans ition Matrices.
P is the Probability ~atrix for July.
P = . :4396 .2604 p4 = .7034 .2966 p6 = .7034 .2966"

.6174 .3826 .7032 .2968 .7034 .2966

Table 1: Empirical Cumulative Probabilities for Amount of
Precipitation based on Previous Day's Precipitations,
Des Moines, Iowa; July.

£resent D--=.:
<.01" >.01" >.10" >.25" >.50" >1.0"Previous flay

<.01" .7396 .2604 .1667 .1354 .0694 .0312

>.01" .6174 .3826 .2000 .1391 .0609 .0348

>.10" .6429 .3571 .2000 .1286 .0714 .0429

>.25" .6465 .3455 .1818 .1273 .0727 .0545

>.50" .6154 .3846 .1154 .1154 .1154 .0769

>1.0" .6154 .3846 .1538 .1538 .1538 .1538

Therefore, the data were separated into days of rain and days
without rain. For days when rain occurred, the data were
sorted by amounts of rain and numbered consecutively from
smallest to largest. The graph of the amount of rain against
its rank provided the empirical distribution function for each
month. A nonlinear regression of amount of rain agains its.
rank using the equation

Rank = b Ln(a(amount)+l)
was performed separately for each month and in each case came
up wi th an R2 greater than .990. (See Appendix A). In
conclusion, the "best" method for determining rainfall was to
treat occurrence as a binomial random variable, with the
probability of occurrence based on the amount of rain that fell
the previous day, ·i.e. only the first two columns from Table 1
were used. For day? when rain was to occur, it was assumed that
the amount of rain Satisfied the cumulative distribution function

A

b AF(amount) = - Ln(a(amount)+l),n.•.
where a and b are the parameters estimated in the nonlinear
regression, and n is the maximum value for rank in the rdgression.
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Sunshine
Sample correlations were determined for each week between pairs
of variables: precipitation, maximum temperature, minimum
temperature, and minutes of sunshine. Since the correlation
between precipitation and sunshine was highest, this variable
was analyzed in a manner similar to that used for precipitation.

First the days were divided into two groups: those when rain
occurred and those when no rain occurred. A linear regression
was done for each section for each week with minutes of sunshine
as the dependent variable and its rank as the independent
variable. The model that was used for days that no rain occurred
included both a linear and a quadratic term, whereas the model
for days tht rain did occur included only a linear term. The
model was better for days that had no rain than for days that
rain occurred. However, the results obtained seemed sufficiently
good enough to use. Unfortunately, when a model was programmed
using the parameters estimated by the regressions, it became
apparent that temperature also had to be considered in determining
minutes of sunshine.
Therefore the final model was based on a three way empirical
frequency table of minutes of sunshine conditioned by both
precipitation and maximum temperature for that day. (See Table 2).
For example on a July day in Des Moines when rainfall is less
than .01 inch and the maximum temperature is 87, the empirical
probability of having less than 700 minutes of sunshine (from
Table 2) is .3587 while the probability of having between 600
and 700 minutes of sunshine is .3587 - .2442 = .1145.

Temperature
The correlation between precipitation and maximum temperature
was high enough to indicate that precipitation should be used as
a conditioning factor in determining maximum temperature.
However, precipitation alone was not enough to give adequate
results. The problem that occurred was that a large amount of
day to day variation in maximum temperature was present, and
this did not seem to be realistic. The result was, as for
sunshine, a three way empirical frequency table where maximum
temperature was conditioned on amount of precipitation and the
previous day's maxiffium temperature. (See Table 3).
As an example of the use of Table 3 suppose that it will not
rain today and that yesterday's maximum temperature was in the
high 90's. Then the empirical probability that the maXImum
temperature today will fall below 80 is only .0375, while the
probability that the maximum temperature will again be in the
90's is .8750 - .2375 = .6375.
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Table 2 : Empirital Cumulative Probabilities for Minutes of Sunshine based
on Amount of Precipitation and Maximum Temperature; Des Moines,
Iowa; July.

Precip < .01"
S.un1ight in t-!ins
Max Temperature <100 <200 <300 <400 <500 <600 <700 <800 <90G

< 80 .1064 .1489 .1702 .1915 .2766 .3404 .4468 .5957 1.000
80 - 8Y .0229 .0229 .0534 .1221 .1679 .2442 .3587 .5495 1.000
90 - 99 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0108 .0323 .0968 .2258 .4193 1.000

100 - 104 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0769 .3077 1.000
.01" ~ Precip < .10"

Sunlight in Mins
}fax Temperature <100 <200 <300 <400 <500 <600 <700 <800 <900

70 - 79 .4286 .5715 .5715 .7144 .7858 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
80 - 89 .0400 .1200 .3200 .5200 .6800 .7600 .9200 .9600 1.000
90 - 99 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1111 .2222 .5556 .7778 1.000 1.000

.10" ~ Precip < .25"
S.unlight in Mins
Max Tempera tut-e <100 <200 <300 <400 <500 <600 <700 <800 <900

70 - '9 .5000 .5000 .5000 .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500 1.000
•80 - 89 .0000 .2500 .2500 .3750 .7500 .7500 .7500 .8750 1.000

90 - 99 .0000 .2500 .2500 .2500 .5000 .5000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Precip ~ .25"

SJJn1ight in Mins
Max~ Temperature <100 <200 <300 <400 <500 <600 <700 <800 <900

< 80 .5060 .6875 .7500 .8750 .9375 .9375 1.000 1.000 1.000
80 - 89 .0690 .104.4 .2414 .3448 .5862 .7586 .9655 .9655 1.000

\

90 - 104 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1000 .1000 .4000 .6000 1.000 1.000
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Table 3: Empirical Cumulative Probabilities for ~1aximum
Temperature based on Precipitation and Previous
Dav's Maximum Temperature; Des Moines, Iowa; July.

Precip < .01"

Present Day
Previous Day

60 - 69
70 - 79
80 - 89

90 - 99
100 - 104

<70
.0000
.0159
.0079
.0000
.0000

<80

1.000
.3651
.1496
.0375
.0000

<90

1.000
1.000
.7244
.2375
.1667

<100
1.000
1. 000

.9921

.8750

.8333

<104
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

.01" ~ Precip < .10"
Present Day
Previous Day

< 80
80 - 89

90 - 99
100 - 104

<80
.6667
.2692
.0909
.0000

<90

.8889

.9615

.3636
1.000

<100
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

.10" < Precip < .25"
Present Day
Previous Day

< 80

80 - 89

90 - 99

<80
.0000
.1429
.3750

<90
1. 000

1.000
.5000

<100
1.000
1.000
.8750

<104
1.000
1.000
1.000

Precip> .25"
Present Day
Previous Day

< 80
80 - 89
90 - 99

<80
.4000
.3667
.1500
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<90
1.000
.8667
.7000

<100
1.000
1.000
.9500

<104
1.000
1.000
1.000



Once the maximum temperature was determinedf mInImum temperature
became the final random variable to be found. Analysis showed
that minimum temperature and maximum temperature were
approximately bivariate normal. Under this assumption a certain
linear combination of maximum and minimum temperature is a
univariate normal random variable. This combination is

temperature on minimum temperature

Where X2 = mInImum temperature, Xl = maximum temperature, al =
standard deviation of Xl' and a12 = covariance of Xl and X2'
(See Appendix B).

°12Then X2 = --- Xl + Y where Y IS a normal random variable. A
a12

linear regression of

of the residuals about the

maximum
°12provides estimates for --- and
a12

comes from the sample variance
regression line.

for E(Y). An estimate of Var(Y)

Conclusion
The distributions finally used in the simulation program were a
combination of empirical frequencies and regressions on both
empirical cumulative frequencies and other variables. The
empirical frequencies were used in determining maximum
temperature, minutes of sunshine, and occurrence of precipitation.
The regressions were performed on cumulative frequencies of
amounts of rainfall and on maximum temperature to determine
amount of rainfall and minimum temperature, respectively. •
The methods used in analyzing the available weather data are by
no means exhaustive. More types of analysis can and should be
done. The program developed in this paper to determine possible
sequences of daily summer weather variables is at least adequate
for its intended use.
Possible new approaches to the problem could include studying
climatic trends such as a supposed decrease in average
temperatures, or studying long periods of dry days to see if
these can be incorporated into a model. Another idea would be
to find out if wet periods produce an approximately constant
amount of rainfall, i.e., does a storm that lasts only one day
produce the same amount of precipitation as a storm that lasts
two or three days? Also of use would be a way to reduce the
periods of projection to a weekly or bi-weekly level instead of
the present monthly level.
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1.1. Simulation of Daily Weather Variables
The following models were designed to simulate daily weather
data for the months of June, July and August. Al though it was
designed using data from the Des Moines, Iowa airport weather
station, it should be possible to modify it for other parts
of the country. It should be noted that this model does not
attempt to predict or forecast weather, but only to produce
possible sequences of daily weather data. The daily weather
sequences generated correspond to "normal" weather based on
historical records.
In order to begin simulation two input parameters are required.
The first, precipitation for the day preceding the first day
to be simulated, is used in determining the initial~day's
precipitation. The second, maximum temperature for the day
preceding the first day to be simulated, is one parameter used
to determine the maximum temperature.
For each day to be simulated, seven random numbers are generated.
Six of these should follow a distribution which is approximately
uniform on the interval (0, 1). The seventh should satisfy a
standard normal distribution. All of the numbers are considered
to be independent both from day to day and within days. How
well these properties are satisfied depends, naturally, on the
random number generators used.
Using the known value for the previous day's precipitation, the
model uses an empirical probability (which differs for each
month) and the first uniform random number to determine whether
or not there would be rain for tha t day. (See Tab leI). If no
r<rin is to occur that day, the variable "precip" is set at zero
and the second uniform random variable is not used. If rain is
to occur the second uniform random number is used in an equation
to determine the amount of rain. This equation is based on the
estimates of the coefficients of a nonlinear regression model
based on historic data. This model is fitted to the cumulated
frequencies of days by precipitation amounts for days that rain
occurred for that month. (See Appendix A).
Table 1: Markov Probabilites of Precipitation based on Knowledge

of day before using .01 inch as cutoff point. Des Moines,
Iowa; Month of July.

Today "Yesterday 0 2..01"
0 .7396 .2604

>.01" .6174 .3826
Once the amount of rain has been detcrmin~d, this is used, along
with the previous day's maximum temperature, to determine this
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day's maximum temperature. Using empirical frequency tables and
the third uniform random number an initial value is given for
maximum temperature. (See Table 2). This value is 60, 70, 80,
90, or 100. This value is changed to integral values of degrees
by adding ten times another uniform random number to the initial
value at the end of the Drogram except when the initial value is
100. If the value is 100 then it is changed by adding four times
the random number to it. This gives a possible temperature
range of 60 to 104 with uniform distributions within a ten degree
interval and an empirical distribution between intervals.
The minutes of sunlight per day are determined as an alternative
to solar radiation in the same way as the maximum temperature,
except that the conditioning variables are rainfall and maximum
temperature for the same day. (See Table 3). One random number
is used to set an initial value for the minutes of sunshine, and
a second random number is used to smooth out the possible values
this variable can take on. These two random numbers are not the
same ones that are used to determine maximum temperature.
Table 2 : Empirical Cumulative Distribution Table of Maximum

Temperature based on Rainfall and Previous Day's
Maximum Temperature. Precip <.01", Des ~Ioines, Iowa;
July

Today
Yesterday ~69 ~79 ~89 ~99 ~104

60 - 69 .0000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
70 - 79 .0159 .3651 1.000 1. 000 1.000
80 - 89 .0079 .1496 .7244 .9921 1.000
90 - 99 .0000 .0375 .2375 .8750 1.000

100 - .0000 .0000 .1667 .8333 1.000
Ex.ample. 06 U6 e. 06 Ta.ble. z: 16 tje.6teAda.y '.6 ma.u.mum tempeJtatuJte.
Wa..687 a.nd the. w'Li.6o/tmJta.ndomnumbeA ge.neAa.te.d Wa..6.5000 the.
irU.tia1. value. 6o/t toda.y '.6 ma.u.mum tempeAa.tUfte. ..i...6 60und by
loca..t..i..ng the. p/topeA /toW (in tlUh c.a..6 e. 31, a.nd going a.c.JL0.6.6.that
ILOWto tile. 6iMt column that ha..6 a.n e.ntJz.y bigge.IL titan the. ILa.l1dom
numbeA (in .th..i...6 CM e. 31. The. irU:Uai.. value. ..i...6 the.n 60und by
ILouncUng the. l1umbeA 1te.a.cUngtltat c.olumn to .the. ne.xt lowe.IL
muLtiple. o!f. te.n (in tlU6 c.a..6 e. 80).

Finally minimum temperature is determined. It is assumed that
minimum and maximum temperature satisfy a bivariate normal
distribution. (See Appendix B). Hence minimum temperature can
be determined by summing the following three quantities: 1) A
constant (based on the mean of the historical data); 2) A constant
multiplied by the maximum temperature (the constant being based on
the standard deviation of both maximum and minimum temperature
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Table 3 : Empirical Cumulative Distribution Table of Minutes of Sunshine
based on Amount of Precipitation and Maximum Temperature.
Precip ~. 25", Des ~10ines, I 0\10' a ; July.

Sunshine
Max Temperature <l00 <200 <300 <400 <500 <600 <700 <800 <900

60 - 69 .7273 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
70 - 79 .2632 .4211 .4737 .8421 .8947 .9474 1.000 1.000 1.000
80 - 89 .0000 .0000 .1600 .3200 .6000 .7600 .8800 .8800 1.000

90 - .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .1667 .3333 .8333 .8333 1.000

data and their correlation coefficient); and 3) Another constant
multiplied by the normal random number (the constant being based
on the standard deviation of minimum temperatures and the
correlation coefficient between maximum and minimum temperature).
At this point the day's weather variables are printed out and the
amount of precipitation and maximum temperature are carried
forward to simulate the same four weather values for the following
day. This is done until the daily weather data for the period
desired is completely determined.

Comments on Model
Points about the model which should be noted are the following:.
1) Empirical frequency distributions for precipitation,

maximum temperature, and amount of sunlight are based
on data for an entire month.

2) Means, standard deviations, and correlation coefficients
for maximum and minimum temperature are based on data
separated into weekly intervals.

3) Parameter values used in determining minimum temperature
are different for days with rain and days without rain.

This simulation mod~l is based on empirical data for less than
2S years. No climatIC trends are incorporated. T~is is one
area where research might be useful if historical records are
baseo on more than 25 years. Also of value would be an attempt
to better determine the intiicate relations between all of these
variables.
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III. fortran Program to Simulate Daily Weather Variables.
Flow Chart of Program:

Start

Read In
Parameters

Compute
Random

Numbers
Compute

Amount Of
Precipitation

Compute
Maximum

Temperature
Compute

Minutes Of
Sunlight
Compute
Minimum

Temperature
Add

Control
Parameters

Print Daily
Values

End

These are the probability levels used in
dete~mining the variables.
Six uniform (0, 1) random numbers and one
standard normal random number.

Precipitation is based on amount of
precipitation for the day before.

Maximum temperature is based on the amount
of rainfall already computed and on the
previous day's maximum temperature.
Minutes of sunlight is based on the values
of maximum temperature and amount of
precipitation that have already been computed.
Minimum temperature is computed from the
parameters from a linear regression of
minimum temperature on maximum temperature.
These parameters can be used to produce
specific weather conditions such as
abnormally high average temperatures.
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Dictionary For Pro gran
s

T

A
C
R

D

E

P
YT
I DAY
PRECIP
MAXTEMP
MINTEMP
ISUN

An array containing probabilities for levels of
sunlight.
An array containing probabilities for levels of
maximum temperature.
An array of random numbers.
Control parameters to adjust averages.
An array containing probabilities for occurrence
of rain.
Parameter estimates used to determine amount of
rain on days that rain occurs.
Parameter estimates used to determine mInImum
temperature. First three values are used on
days without rain. Last three values are used
on days that rain occurs.
Amount of precipitation on previous day.
Maximum temperature on previous day divided by 10.
Day of month
Amount of rainfall
Maximum temperature
Minimum temperature
Minutes of sunshine
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~001 FOR •••T!1"11:= -~::~ -~~:~~~~~l·oi;-illX;F8.41;---------...-----

".~ ~005 __ ~OAIiAlL.IJt4U-J.J1I_ •.• rll...••laJ.
STOP _ 13-
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APPENDIX A
Figure 1: Plot of amount of rain against its rank on days

when rain occurred. Based on this empirical
relationship, the ranks are selected with equal
probabilities and for a selected rank the
precipitation amount is determined.
GJtaph .u, a-tta.ch ed .

A nonlinear regression was fitted to the data in Figure 1; the
regression equation used was

1) Rank = b Ln(a(amount)+l)
For the month of June the estimated coefficients were (See Table 4)

a = 47.66
A

b = 62.18
Using this data set and the estimated parameters, the largest
predicted value was approximately 300. Thus by dividing rank by
300 we get values between zero and one.

rank .Letting U = ~ EquatIon (1) becomes
(2) U = 3~0 Ln (a(amount)+l) with 0 < u < 1
Solving Equation (2) for amount produces

A A

Amount = (Exp(300 U/b)-l)/a .
•Drawing values of U from a uniform (0, 1) distribution produces

values of rain which are distributed approximately the same ~s the
empirical distribution.
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APPENDIX B
If Xl, X2 are random variables which satisfy a bivariate normal

a 2 adistribution where EeX}) = ~2 and E = } 12, then there are
012 022

random var:ables Yl, Y2, which are linear transfcrmations of
Xl and X2 which are independent, normally distributed random
variables.
The transformation which produces Yl and Y2 is Yl = Xl and
Y 2 = X2 - 012 Xl

012

Then E(Y2) = ~2 -
012

lJl and var (Y2) (1 - p2) where

Letting z be a random number drawn from a standard normal
distribution, y = ~2 - 012 lJ + 02{C 1 - p2) L

012

is a random number drawn from the distribution of Y2• By first
determining values for Xl, we can produce values for X2 by
X2 = Y + 012 Xl = (].I2 - 012 lJrl + 012 Xl + 02(( 1 - p2) Z

012

If maximum temperature replaces Xl and minimum temperature replaces
X2, this equation becomes the one used in the simulation weather
morlel.
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S TAT 1ST I C A L ANALYSIS
•

SYSTEIol lOl25 ~ONDAY. DECEM8ER 6. 1976 )

TABLE 4 NON-L1 NUR LEAST SOUAR es SUM~ARY STaTISTICS
SnURC E DF SUM OF SQUARES
RF.CAESSI0N 2 6725132.71552468RESIDUAL 270 IQ1~7.21144753;>
UNCORRECTED TOTAL 7.72 6744Qlo.onoooooo
fCORRECTED TOTALI 271 1676948.00000000

PARAMETER ESTIMATe ISY~PTOTIC
STF:'.FRROR

II 62.18267890 0.6'1193074A po 47.65942586 1.63227779

~EPF.NOENT V1RII~LE N
~F.AN SQUAllE

)36256h.35776234
73.2'11.2)11110

ASYMPTOT IC '15 1:
CONFIOENCE TNTERVIL

LOWER UPPER
60.8203'1524 63.54496257
44.44577372 50.87307799

ASYMPTOTIC CORRELATTON MATRIX OF THE PARAMETERS

II
A

1.000000 -0.954'181
-0.'154981 1.000000
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